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Hard Starting

Don't just crack it, open it at least half- way. Let the engine breathe â€” it's got too much fuel and needs air. Opening the throttle is the key to a success- ful hot start ... 
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Hard Starting



experiencing problems in getting a hot engine started. This was especially apparent when an airplane was used by more than one pilot, and therefore afforded little cooling time between flights. The following suggestions



pump or the auxiliary fuel pump whether the engine is running or not (except when the mixture control is in idle cut-off). Consequently, you may prime these engines by placing the mixture control in full rich, cracking the throttle, and activating the boost pump. And if you follow that sequence you will prime the engine, whether you want to or not. "When an engine with an injected or pressure system is stopped by putting the mixture control in idle cut-off, this does not mean that the flow of fuel is totally stopped. Some fuel still flows, even after the prop stops rotating, and leaves the engine partially 'flooded', creating the hot start problem. Thirty minutes or more is usually required to evaporate the fuel and eliminate the problem. "So here we are, with a 'flooded' engine, which means a fuel mixture too rich to burn, and no time to wait for the fuel to evaporate. How do we start the engine, hopefully before the battery goes dead? "For one thing, on a hot start we must expect a 'flooded' engine, and treat it accordingly. First, open the throttle. Don't just crack it, open it at least halfway. Let the engine breathe — it's got too much fuel and needs air. Opening the throttle is the key to a successful hot start, but be prepared to close it when the engine starts. Second, leave the boost pump off. Third, leave the mixture in idle cut off. Now crank the engine, and after 10 or 12 blades it should start, the mixture can be put in full rich and you can be on your way. "But what if it doesn't start? Well, then it's time to fall back on an 'old pro' trick that always works. If an engine won't start, the 'old pro' usually figures that it is for one of two reasons — too much fuel or too little. He selects one or the other, adjusts the controls accordingly, and tries the start. If he thinks the engine has too much fuel (mixture over-rich, engine 'flooded'), he will open the throttle, put the mixture control in idle cut-off, leave the boost pump off and crank the engine. If it starts, he made the right choice. If it doesn't start, then he made the wrong choice, but now he knows that it won't start because of too little fuel. So, he cracks the throttle, puts the mixture into full-rich (on carbureted engines) or in idle cut-off (injected engines), turns the boost pump on and cranks the engine. "Remembering that the usual reason for a difficult start hot is a flooded engine, if you don't get a start



are offered in the hope that they may be of some help



after 10 or 12 blades, stop cranking for about 30 seconds



to fellow pilots. "Most hot start problems occur in engines with fuel injection or pressure carburetion. Practically speaking, the only difference between the two is the location where fuel enters the intake system; in the intake pipe just ahead of the intake valve in the fuel injected engine, and in the intake manifold just downstream of the



(it helps the starter), then crank another 10 or 12 blades. If it still doesn't start, then it is not flooded and you can now go to a normal start. "Try it — you'll like it. And, after a few trials of this method you can fine tune it to suit your engine. (Now is a good time to re-read your engine operator's manual.) Just remember that the key ingredient is to get the throttle open. And, the hotter the engine, the further the throttle should be opened. Let the engine breathe, and it will reward you with a good start."



By Fred L. Cailey (EAA 58234) 1004 Woodland Ave. Batavia. IL 60510 Editor's Note: Fred Cailey is the Chairman of lAC's Technical Safety Committee. As such, he has a monthly column in SPORT AEROBATICS, lAC's official publication. Although most of his articles pertain to technical matters directly related to aerobatics, occasionally they are of a more general nature and of interest and benefit to all EAAers. The article reprinted below is a good example, and will strike a responsive chord with any pilot . . . hard starting.



N IAC MEMBER recently wrote stating that he had observed several pilots encountering engine hot starting problems at an IAC contest. Before getting to this member's report, below is listed the "causes" of hard starting as taken from a Lycoming reciprocating engine troubleshooting guide. 1. Technique 2. Flooded 3. Throttle valve open too far 4. Insufficient prime 5. Mag impulse coupling not operating properly 6. Defective spark plugs or ignition wire 7. Low voltage to vibrator input 8. Inoperative or defective vibrator 9. Retard contact assembly in magneto not operating electrically 10. Vibrator-magneto combination not putting out electrically 11. Magneto improperly timed to engine 12. Magneto internal timing not adjusted properly or "E" gap drifting because of point or follower wear O. K. — now back to the first-mentioned field report — it is as follows:



"At a recent contest I noticed that several pilots were



carburetor in the pressure carbureted engine. In both



systems, fuel is constantly entering the intake system whenever fuel pressure is applied by the engine fuel
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starting order 

AVENIRS GARCONS 3Ã‰ME DIV FREE SKATING. Starting. Number. Name. Nation. 1. Thomas LEFEVRE. FRAN printed at: 08/04/2009 20:53:02.
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starting order 

JUNIORS/SENIORS FILLES 3Ã‰ME DIV FREE SKATING. Starting. Number. Name. Nation. 1. Adeline JACQUES. FRAN printed at: 08/04/2009 20:52:50.
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Starting Out: Benoni Systems 

This book is a study of all the crucial Benoni systems apart from the ... It I ' â€œ'I' published in the UK by Gloucester Publishers pic ... Volga Gambit; 1 d4 Nf6 2 c4 e6 3 Nf3 c5 4 d5 b5 â€” the Blumenfeld Gambit). ... the other hand, he wrote: 'I 
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Starting Out - The Grunfeld.pdf 

about a particular variation, the opening as a whole or chess in gen- eral. ' Statistics: .... distant passed pawn, is enough for the strong grandmaster Salo Flohr.
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starting over - aejjr 

food and the flair of savoir-vivre, the French culture was for a long while, regarded as prestigious and of a higher stature. I guess that was why my family sent me ...
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starting out in - Ramon Millan 

1. FRENCH. STARTING OUT IN. Welcome to Living Language's Starting Out In French, an .... Now let's bring it all together, and add a little bit more vocabulary and structure. ...... Would you like to go to the movies with me Saturday night?
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Starting June 2017 - GO Transit 

8 juin 2017 - travel in and out of Union Station, if you use the southern entrance between the Air. Canada Centre and the Telus Tower off of Bremner Blvd.
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Wironit extra-hard 

Herbst GmbH & Co. ... Designation of substance/preparation and company name. Information on the ... Chemical characterization (specific substance). Co63.0 ...
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Hard Examples for Resolution 

having this property is â€œtightly connectedâ€� from a logical point of view. 4. Hard Examples Based on Graphs. By a graph we mean a finite set of points or vertices, ...
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HARD TOP Q 

AmÃ©lioration de la rÃ©sistance Ã  l'abrasion, par comparaison au bÃ©ton conventionnel ... HARD TOP Q est appliquÃ© dans une proportion de 2 â€� 5 kg/m2, selon les.
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3.5 Hard Drive Enclosure 

BoÃ®tier pour disque dur de 3,5 po (8,89 cm) SATA. â€¢ CÃ¢ble USB de ... l'autre extrÃ©mitÃ© Ã  une prise secteur c.a.. 2 Brancher ... l'ordinateur et le disque dur. Ã‰teinte.
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2.5 Hard Drive Enclosure 

Microsoft Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 o Mac OS X versiÃ³n 10.3.x o mÃ¡s reciente. â€¢ Disco duro SATA de 2.5â€�. ConexiÃ³n de la caja a ...
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Operation - Hard Sell.pdf .fr 

Sell." Escaping an ambush set up by the. Kanawa leader in Sacramento, the .... Operation: Hard Sell introduces the ... survival,anddisguise (Torg Worldbook,.
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Difficulty Very Hard Hard Tough Tricky Standard Simple Easy Very 

Tricky. Standard. Simple. Easy. Very Easy. Modifier. -40%. -30%. -20%. -10%. -. +10%. +20% ..... Mark is moving but not consciously evading the marksman.
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Usine / Hard Reset 

7 janv. 2017 - Nokia Lumia 530 - comment reset usine. RÃ©digÃ© par: ZFix. INTRODUCTION. Nokia Lumia 530, RM-1017, RM-1019 - Comment maÃ®triser ...
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Accuracy Javelin Hard Toggle Instructions 

Step 4. Step 1. Step 2. Step 3. Sun Path Recommends setting the steering lines to the top of the base ring or grommet. Sun Path Products Accuracy Javelin Riser.
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Building Basics: Hard Line Tricks 

tinely use a 45-degree flare angle, but aircraft using AN or ... flare angle is the angle from the lon- gitudinal axis of ... Major credit cards accepted. â€¢ WI residents ...
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Senior hard drive brains - aejjr 

Senior hard drive brains. Suggested by Sunder Khemlani JJR 65. Brains of older people are slow because they know so much . People do not decline mentally ...
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Available Hard Disk Recording Times 

Available Hard Disk Recording Times. Sample Rate. (FS). Quantization. (bits) ... Min / GB 1 Tk / GB 4 Tk / GB 8 Tk / GB 12 Tk / GB 16 Tk/ GB 24 Tk / GB 32 Tk / GB.
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Apsara â€“ Hard chine version 

The hull weight has no impact on the model stability, it can be made of wood. ... These frames are not for construction, refer to the following page !
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LOADING INSTRUCTIONS RULES OF BACKGAMMON Starting Position 

above instructions, but instead of the word "GAMMON", type MONO-BG. ... is open, and therefore, you would be able to re-enter your piece here and continue.
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Metallurgy: Starting and stopping dislocations - Emmanuel Clouet 

Jul 6, 2015 - matter for dynamics. While it is possible ... for ways to change their motion, guided by insights into ... from subtle changes in material chemistry. The work by ... Chrzan, D. C. Science 310, 1623â€“1624 (2005). 3. Cai, W. et al. in ..
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PM-02B-Starting With SC-Basic 

... THE SPECTROTONE CHART. PLEASE READ. Printing the. Spectrotone Chart" ... Overview. The Spectrotone Chart" is laid out as a standard 18 x 24 poster.
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Starting & Tuning the New TRX2.5 Engine - Hobbymax.free.fr 

tuning this hot little monster for maximum performance. ... Small flat tip model engine-tuning screwdriver. 2. ... and computer monitors can cause interference.
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